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Statistical Testing

Test of Hypothesis
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Test of Hypothesis
1. Populations have parameters which are fixed values but 

unknown, e.g. the mean or proportion 
2. We want to estimate unknown parameters.
3. We want to examine a hypothesis about a parameter at 

minimum level of errors.
4. H0 or Null Hypothesis is an idea against the investigator’s 

idea about a parameter.
5. H1 or Alternative Hypothesis is the investigator’s idea 

about a parameter.
6. If we reject H0 while it is true, we will have type I error in 

decision making.
7. If we do not reject H0 while it is false, we will have Type II 

error in decision making.
8. In health and medical research the chance of  type I error 

and type II error should be less that 5% and 20%, 
respectively. 
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Type of Errors
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H0 TRUE H0 FALSE

Reject H0 Type I 
Error

Power

Not Reject
H0

Significant 
level

Type II
Error

α= probability of type I Error
β= probability of type II Error
1-α= significant level
1-β= power of the test



Test of Hypothesis
For a test of hypothesis we have to follow these 
steps:

1. Write the H0 and H1 hypotheses

2. Calculate proper statistics from the sample data

3. Calculate the test value

4. Compare the test value with a critical value for 
decision making

5. Find the p-value that indicates to what extent 
your decision was obtained by chance and not 
by real evidence. The less the p-value, the more 
real evidence and power to reject H0. Usually, it 
should be less than 0.05.
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Classical tests of hypotheses
I. One sample mean comparison

II. Two-group mean-comparison test

III. Mean-comparison test (pair data)

IV. One sample proportion test

V. Two-group proportion test
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I. One sample mean comparison
in STATA

H0: μ=100 vs H1:μ != 100

Example: sample size=25; sample mean=95.6; sample 
SD=6.5; 

Statistics  summaries  classical tests  One 
sample mean comparison calculator  enter the 
above values in the appropriate boxes

Note: hypothesized mean = 100

Command line: ttesti 25 95.6 6.5 100
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I. One sample mean comparison

 Pr(T < t) = 0.0012         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0024          Pr(T > t) = 0.9988

   Ha: mean < 100               Ha: mean != 100               Ha: mean > 100

Ho: mean = 100                                   degrees of freedom =       24

    mean = mean(x)                                                t =  -3.3846

                                                                              

       x        25        95.6         1.3         6.5    92.91693    98.28307

                                                                              

               Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

One-sample t test



One sample mean comparison in STATA

1- in command line type, sysuse auto, clear

2- Statistics  summaries  classical tests  One sample 
mean comparison test  choose mpg in variable name box 
enter 20 in hypothesized mean box  OK

Command line: ttest mpg == 20

 Pr(T < t) = 0.9712         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0576          Pr(T > t) = 0.0288

    Ha: mean < 20               Ha: mean != 20                 Ha: mean > 20

Ho: mean = 20                                    degrees of freedom =       73

    mean = mean(mpg)                                              t =   1.9289

                                                                              

     mpg        74     21.2973    .6725511    5.785503     19.9569    22.63769

                                                                              

Variable       Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

One-sample t test
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II. Two-group mean-comparison test in STATA

H0: μ1 = μ2 vs H1:μ1 != μ2

Example: size1= 25 size2 = 30

mean1 = 78.4 mean2 = 90.3

SD1 = 5.3 SD2 = 7.2

Statistics  summaries  classical tests  two-
sample mean-comparison calculator enter above 
values in corresponding boxes  OK

Command line: ttesti 25 78.4 5.3 30 90.3 7.2
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II. Two-group mean-comparison

 Pr(T < t) = 0.0000         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0000          Pr(T > t) = 1.0000

    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0

Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =       53

    diff = mean(x) - mean(y)                                      t =  -6.8557

                                                                              

    diff                 -11.9    1.735777               -15.38153   -8.418473

                                                                              

combined        55    84.89091    1.176161    8.722646    82.53285    87.24897

                                                                              

       y        30        90.3    1.314534         7.2    87.61148    92.98852

       x        25        78.4        1.06         5.3    76.21227    80.58773

                                                                              

               Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

Two-sample t test with equal variances



II. Two-group mean-comparison test in STATA

H0: μ1 = μ2 vs H1:μ1 != μ2

Step1: in command line type: sysuse auto, clear
Step2: statistics summaries  classical tests  two-group mean-
comparison test  choose mpg in variable name box  choose foreign in 
group variable name  OK

Command line: ttest mpg, by(foreign)

 Pr(T < t) = 0.0003         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0005          Pr(T > t) = 0.9997

    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0

Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =       72

    diff = mean(Domestic) - mean(Foreign)                         t =  -3.6308

                                                                              

    diff             -4.945804    1.362162               -7.661225   -2.230384

                                                                              

combined        74     21.2973    .6725511    5.785503     19.9569    22.63769

                                                                              

 Foreign        22    24.77273     1.40951    6.611187    21.84149    27.70396

Domestic        52    19.82692     .657777    4.743297    18.50638    21.14747

                                                                              

   Group       Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

Two-sample t test with equal variances
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III. Mean-comparison test (pair data) in STATA

H0: μ1 = μ2 vs H1:μ1 != μ2

Step1:in command line type: webuse fuel, clear

Step2: statistics summaries  classical tests 
Mean-comparison test (pair data)  choose mpg1
in first variable box  choose mpg2 in second variable 
box  OK

Command line : ttest mpg1 == mpg2
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III. Mean-comparison test (pair data)

 Pr(T < t) = 0.0232         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0463          Pr(T > t) = 0.9768

 Ha: mean(diff) < 0           Ha: mean(diff) != 0           Ha: mean(diff) > 0

 Ho: mean(diff) = 0                              degrees of freedom =       11

     mean(diff) = mean(mpg1 - mpg2)                               t =  -2.2444

                                                                              

    diff        12       -1.75    .7797144     2.70101    -3.46614   -.0338602

                                                                              

    mpg2        12       22.75    .9384465    3.250874    20.68449    24.81551

    mpg1        12          21    .7881701    2.730301    19.26525    22.73475

                                                                              

Variable       Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

Paired t test



IV. One sample proportion test in STATA

H0:P=P0 vs H1:P =! P0

Example: sample size=100; sample prop. = 0.20;

Hypothesized prop. = 0.5

Statistics  summaries  classical tests  one-
sample proportion calculator  enter above values in 
corresponding boxes  OK

Command line: prtesti 100 0.2 0.5
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IV. One sample proportion test

 Pr(Z < z) = 0.0000         Pr(|Z| > |z|) = 0.0000          Pr(Z > z) = 1.0000

     Ha: p < 0.5                 Ha: p != 0.5                   Ha: p > 0.5

Ho: p = 0.5

    p = proportion(x)                                             z =  -6.0000

                                                                              

           x           .2        .04                      .1216014    .2783986

                                                                              

    Variable         Mean   Std. Err.                     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

One-sample test of proportion                      x: Number of obs =      100



IV. One sample proportion test in STATA

H0:P=P0 vs H1:P =! P0
Step1: in command line type: sysuse auto, clear

Step2: Statistics  summaries  classical tests  one-sample 
test of proportion  choose foreign in variable box  choose 
0.4 in hypothesized prop. Box  OK

Command line: prtest foreign == 0.4

 Pr(Z < z) = 0.0357         Pr(|Z| > |z|) = 0.0713          Pr(Z > z) = 0.9643

     Ha: p < 0.4                 Ha: p != 0.4                   Ha: p > 0.4

Ho: p = 0.4

    p = proportion(foreign)                                       z =  -1.8034

                                                                              

     foreign     .2972973   .0531331                      .1931583    .4014363

                                                                              

    Variable         Mean   Std. Err.                     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

One-sample test of proportion                foreign: Number of obs =       74
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V. Two-group proportion test in STATA

H0:P1=P2 vs H1:P1 != P2

Example: size1=25; size2=40; p1=0.75; p2=0.65

Statistics  summaries  classical tests  two-
sample proportion calculator  enter above values in 
corresponding boxes  OK

Command line: prtesti 25 0.75 40 0.65
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V. Two-group proportion test

 Pr(Z < z) = 0.8015         Pr(|Z| < |z|) = 0.3970          Pr(Z > z) = 0.1985

    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0

    Ho: diff = 0

        diff = prop(x) - prop(y)                                  z =   0.8469

                                                                              

                under Ho:   .1180735     0.85   0.397

        diff           .1   .1148368                     -.1250761    .3250761

                                                                              

           y          .65   .0754155                      .5021883    .7978117

           x          .75   .0866025                      .5802621    .9197379

                                                                              

    Variable         Mean   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

                                                   y: Number of obs =       40

Two-sample test of proportions                     x: Number of obs =       25



V. Two-group proportion test in STATA

H0:P1=P2 vs H1:P1 != P2

Step1: in command line type: webuse cure2, clear

Step2: Statistics  summaries  classical tests  two-group proportion 
test  choose cure in variable box  choose sex in group-variable box 
OK

Command line: prtest cure, by(sex)

 Pr(Z < z) = 0.2195         Pr(|Z| < |z|) = 0.4391          Pr(Z > z) = 0.7805

    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0

    Ho: diff = 0

        diff = prop(female) - prop(male)                          z =  -0.7737

                                                                              

                under Ho:   .0942404    -0.77   0.439

        diff    -.0729167   .0933123                     -.2558055    .1099722

                                                                              

        male     .6666667   .0702728                      .5289344    .8043989

      female       .59375   .0613915                      .4734248    .7140752

                                                                              

    Variable         Mean   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

                                                male: Number of obs =       45

Two-sample test of proportions                female: Number of obs =       64
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Statistical Models for Observational 
and Interventional Studies



Regression Statistical Models

• Multiple Linear Regression

• Logistic Regression (Binomial Regression)

• Log-Linear Regression (Poisson Regression)



Multiple Linear Regression
• Yi is a continuous variable (i=1,2,…,n)

• Xi1, Xi2, …, Xik are independent variables

• Regression Model Equation

Ybar = b0 + b1*X1 + … + bk*Xk
• Hint 1: on the left of equation we have the mean of Y

• Hint 2: Ybar is from –∞ to +∞

• Interpretation of bi: one unit increase in Xi causes bi 
units change in Ybar

• Each X may be nominal, ordinal, continuous

• If X is binary coding must be 0 and 1

• If X is categorical (more than two groups) should 
change to dummy variables



Example
• Sysuse auto

Y= mpg (Mileage)

X1 = weight (lbs.) , X2 = foreign (car type= 
domestic, foreign)

Regression equation:

mpg = b0 + b1*foreign + b2*weight



Regression in STATA

Statistics  linear model and related 
dependent variable box choose mpg  in 
independent variables box  click on … icon 
in variable 1 box choose foreign  click on Add 
to varlist icon  again in variable 1 box choose 
weight  click on c box  click on Add to varlist
 OK 

Command line: regress mpg i.foreign weight



Regression in STATA

Output of regression

                                                                              

       _cons      41.6797   2.165547    19.25   0.000     37.36172    45.99768

      weight    -.0065879   .0006371   -10.34   0.000    -.0078583   -.0053175

   1.foreign    -1.650029   1.075994    -1.53   0.130      -3.7955    .4954422

                                                                              

         mpg        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    2443.45946    73  33.4720474           Root MSE      =  3.4071

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.6532

    Residual    824.171761    71   11.608053           R-squared     =  0.6627

       Model     1619.2877     2  809.643849           Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F(  2,    71) =   69.75

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      74



Logistic Regression

• Y is a binary variable that takes only two 
values (0, 1); 1=interested event

• Y = 1 with p as probability of being 1

• Y = 0 with 1-p as probability of being 0

• What is Ybar (the mean of Y) here?

• Ybar = 1*p + 0*(1-p) = p 

• Regression equation

p = b0 + b1*X1 + … + bk*Xk



Logistic Regression

• Problem: p is not between -∞ and +∞ but

0<= p <= 1

What about p/(1-p) instead p?

0 <= p/(1-p) < +∞; but still (-∞, 0) is left

p/(1-p) is called Odds

What about log(p/(1-p)) instead of p?

-∞ < log(p/(1-p)) < +∞; that is OK.

In Math. < log(p/(1-p)) is called logistic function.



Logistic Regression
• Logistic regression equation in two forms:
log(p/(1-p)) = b0 + b1*x1 + … + bk*Xk

p/(1-p) = e b0 + b1*x1 + … + bk*Xk , gives the Odds

Interpretation of e b1

Example: p/(1-p) = e b0+b1*X1, where X1=0 or 1
X1=0 p/(1-p) = e b0

X1=1 p/(1-p) = e b0+b1 = e b0 * e b1

Odds Ratio (OR) = e b0 * e b1 / e b0 = e b1

If OR = 1 then same Odds for two group
If OR > 1 then risk factor
If OR < 1 then protective factor



Logistic regression in STATA

webuse lbw

Statistics  Binary outcomes  logistic regression  in 
dependent variable box choose low  independent 
variables  click on … icon  click on simple variable 
choose age, lwt, smoke, ptl, ht, and ui Add to varlist
click on Factor variable  choose race  Add to varlist
 OK  click on Reporting menu  click on Report Odds 
Ratio  OK

Command line: logit low age lwt i.race smoke ptl ht ui



Output logistic

                                                                              

       _cons     1.586014   1.910496     0.38   0.702     .1496092     16.8134

              

          3      2.368079   1.039949     1.96   0.050     1.001356    5.600207

          2      3.534767   1.860737     2.40   0.016     1.259736    9.918406

        race  

              

          ui       2.1351   .9808153     1.65   0.099     .8677528      5.2534

          ht     6.249602   4.322408     2.65   0.008     1.611152    24.24199

         ptl     1.719161   .5952579     1.56   0.118     .8721455    3.388787

       smoke     2.517698    1.00916     2.30   0.021     1.147676    5.523162

         lwt     .9849634   .0068217    -2.19   0.029     .9716834    .9984249

         age     .9732636   .0354759    -0.74   0.457     .9061578    1.045339

                                                                              

         low   Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

Log likelihood =   -100.724                       Pseudo R2       =     0.1416

                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0001

                                                  LR chi2(8)      =      33.22

Logistic regression                               Number of obs   =        189


